
PHYSICS 8802.01 : SET # 10 Due 22nd November, 2016

1.(4pts.)
Consider Halzen&Martin Fig.12.17 (a) and (b). It looks like something is not quite
right (or is at best confusing) about these figures.
Draw the correct Feynman diagrams for

K0 −→ µ+ + µ−

Assign particle/antiparticle content for all fermionic lines in a consistent way and
indicate direction of actual (momentum) flow. Similarly label the W-lines with W+

or W− and indicate in which direction they are flowing. Which quantity should be
conserved at each vertex?

It is o.k. to consider just the K0 component of the K0
L state. Similar diagrams can

be drawn for the K0 component.

2.(6pts.)
A large effort is underway by experimentalists with the LHCb collaboration at CERN
and the Belle collaboration at KEK (in Japan) to study “tree-level” decays of B
mesons. Examples are “semileptonic” decays of the form,

B −→ D + l + ν or B −→ π + l + ν

where,
l : l+ or l− (l = e, µ, τ)
ν : νl or νl
π : π± or π0

B : B± or B0 or B0

D : D± or D0 or D0

Note :: By “tree-level” one means diagrams that do not involve closed loops. For
instance the diagrams of Problem 1. are NOT tree-diagrams since they involve a
closed “box”, whereas H.&M. Fig[12.18] would be an example of a tree-diagram.

(a) Discuss the semileptonic decay of a B− meson into one of the D mesons plus
l + ν. Draw the relevant Feynman diagram, pick the correct final state particles and
the correct intermediate state W boson (i.e. which D meson ?, l+ or l− ?, νl or νl ?
etc.). You may wish to look up the quark-antiquark content of the B and D mesons
and check on the nomenclature conventions of the neutral heavy mesons according to
the Particle Data Group (PDG) http://pdg.lbl.gov/ .

(b) Repeat the exercise for the semileptonic decay of B0 mesons into one of the D
mesons plus l + ν

(c) Repeat the exercise for the semileptonic decay of a B0, a B0 or a B− meson into
one of the pions plus l + ν
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3.(10pts.)
Work through the discussion of “Top Quark Decay” by Peskin & Schroeder eqs.[21.71]
- [21.76], and derive eq.[21.76]. You may set the CKM matrix element Vtb approxi-
mately equal to 1. Remember that all particles are on-shell, i.e. p2 = m2

t , q
2 = m2

b ,
k2 = M2

W . Following Peskin, you can ignore mb but should keep mt and MW .
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